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Electronic structure of Cs2KSb and K2CsSb
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Alkali antimonide compounds perform well as photoemissive materials in photodetectors. A number of
band-structure calculations have been reported in recent years on binary compounds; however the ternary alkali
antimonides~those that involve two different alkali metal atoms! were most successfully applied. The band
structure reported here explains the properties of the K2CsSb compound in ultraviolet light detectors, and
discusses the properties of Cs2KSb for potential use as a detector cathode in the visible light region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Alkali antimonide compounds are an interesting class
material with different stoichiometries (MSb and M3Sb,
with M an alkali metal! and with a semiconducting
behavior.1–4 The semiconducting behavior is even preserv
in the molten state.5–8 It has been shown by a small-ang
scattering study that the local structure of these compou
remains upon melting, which may be the origin of the ma
tained semiconducting properties. These compounds
show a metal-nonmetal transition as a function of the alk
metal content.9 Moreover, the good optical absorption in th
visible region of the light spectrum and the low electr
escape energy make the alkali antimonide compounds
suitable as photoemitters.10 Therefore, this class of com
pounds has been studied extensively for many years.

From a technological point of view knowledge of th
electronic structure is essential in order to understand
photoemissive properties of the alkali-antimonide co
pounds. The octet compounds with theM3Sb stoichiometry
are most important due to the strong optical absorption
the low work function. Such properties make these mater
very suitable in photon detection systems.10,11 The conver-
sion of photons into detectable electrons occurs by the e
tation of a valence-band electron to a conduction-band s
after the absorption of a photon and the subsequent emis
of a photoelectron.

The electronic band structure of the hexagonal Na3Sb and
K3Sb compounds show a discrepancy of the reported ba
gap values deduced from optical absorption with respec
the values found from temperature-dependent conducti
measurements.10,11 The calculated band structure reported
these compounds by different methods showed a very
density of electron states at the bottom of the conduc
band. A strong dispersive band dominated by the alkali m
s states in the center of the Brillouin zone~BZ! reduces the
band gap considerably and contributes only a little bit to
state density.1,12–14

Most of the electronic band-structure calculations focu
on the binary alkali-antimonide compounds whereas the
nary compounds have been applied most successfully in
0163-1829/2002/66~11!/115102~4!/$20.00 66 1151
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todetectors. Therefore it is very interesting why ternary co
pounds have more beneficial properties than bin
compounds for use in photocathodes. Alkali photodetect
that have a Na2KSb cathode, are known to have higher qua
tum efficiencies than the detectors with Na3Sb or K3Sb cath-
odes. It was shown recently that this mixed alkali compou
Na2KSb has a less dispersive band at the bottom of the c
duction band, resulting in a better cathode performance.

The two distinct phases for K3Sb, a cubic phase with the
antimony atom surrounded by eight alkali atoms in a Cs
coordination and a hexagonal phase with fivefold coordi
tion, appear to have both a strong dispersive band at
bottom of the conduction band.13 Therefore, the local struc
ture seems not to have a major influence on the band-
discrepancy. The factor that does influence the band gap
siderably has been shown to be the packing density of the
ions and the relativistic effects of Cs.12

The introduction of a new bialkali photocathode based
K2CsSb with high quantum efficiencies for ultraviolet lig
detection indicates a low electron affinity and a relative
large band gap. In this paper electronic band structure ca
lations are presented for Cs- and K-based mixed al
antimonide compounds Cs2KSb and K2CsSb and discusse
with respect to its properties as a photocathode in UV li
detectors.

II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

The arrangement of the atoms in the cubic phase of
alkali antimonide compounds with stoichiometry M3Sb is
highly symmetric.15 The unit cell has a face-centered spa
groupFm3m ~No. 225! or Oh

4 in Schoenflies notation. The
antimonide atoms occupy Wyckoff position 4a ~0,0,0! and
the alkali metal atoms are positioned at 4b ~1/2,1/2,1/2! and
8c6(1/4,1/4,1/4). The two symmetrically inequivalent alka
atom positions indicate the stoichiometric possibiliti
Cs2KSb and K2CsSb for the ternary compounds with K an
Cs. The antimony atoms have an eightfold CsCl coordinat
by the nearest-neighbor alkali atoms at position 8c.

The length of the unit cell axis of K2CsSb has been mea
sured with an x-ray-diffraction experiment on a thin pol
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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crystalline film.16 The value found for K2CsSb is a
58.61 Å. The length of the unit cell axis of Cs2KSb has not
yet been determined, and is obtained in this study from
terpolation of the reported values of K3Sb, K2CsSb, and
Cs3Sb. The experimental values for K3Sb and Cs3Sb were
determined respectively at 8.49 and 9.15 Å.16 The lattice pa-
rameter of Cs2KSb estimated from this interpolation yield
8.88 Å.

III. BAND-STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

The calculations were performed with the localiz
spherical wave method~LSW!.17 This method is based o
the augmented spherical wave method but is more effic
in using computing time.18 Exchange and correlation wer
treated within the local-spin-density approximation.19 Scalar
relativistic effects were included.20 In the LSW method the
radial part of the wave functions is described by a numer
solution of the Schro¨dinger equation within the spheres an
augmented by Hankel functions outside the spheres.
neighboring spheres the Hankel functions are expande
series of Bessel functions centered on the neighbo
spheres. Around each atom a cluster is formed with w
functions that fall off rapidly with increasing distance fro
the central atom.

The basis functions of the K, Cs, and Sb sites were co
posed ofs, p, andd Hankel functions ands, p, d, andf Bessel
functions representing the 4s, 4p, and 3d states on the K
sites, the 6s, 6p, and 5d states of the Cs atoms, and the 5s,
5p, and 5d states of the Sb atoms. No empty spheres w
included.

IV. RESULTS

A. Cs2KSb

The calculated dispersion of the bands along the hi
symmetry lines in the BZ and the corresponding density
states in Cs2KSb are presented in Fig. 1. The different e
ment and orbital contributions to the total density of state
shown in Fig. 2. For clarity the state densities are sca
differently for each contribution, and the numbers along thy
axis of each frame indicate the scale in states/eV.

FIG. 1. The dispersion of the energy bands in Cs2KSb ~left-hand
side! and the corresponding state density~right-hand side!.
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The lowest band at27.59 eV inG is a Sb 5s band which
is very localized and hardly dispersive. The Sb 5p states
form three bands just below the Fermi level. These bands
the valence bands, and form initial states in the photoabs
tion process. Unlike binary alkali antimonide compoun
with lighter alkali metals such as Li, Na and K, Cs2KSb has
its valence-band maximum at the edge of the BZ in pointX.
The band gap is determined by the energy difference of
upper Sb 5p valence bands and the lowest K 4s conduction
band. The K 4s states are low in energy due to the we
crystal field of the neighboring Cs ions. The band-gap va
found from this calculation is 0.58 eV. The density of sta
of the lower conduction band region has a sharp cutoff at
conduction-band minimum. This is in contrast with oth
alkali-antimonide compounds, that have a small state den
at the conduction band minimum. The higher conduct
bands are composed ofd states from all of the element
involved, however those of Sb and K dominate the band
the energy range where the conduction band states co
spond to the final states in the optical absorption proc
with visible light.

B. K2CsSb

The results from the calculation for the compound whe
the antimonide atoms are surrounded by eight K atoms

FIG. 2. Element and orbital constituents to the density of sta
in Cs2KSb. The numbers along they axes of the frames indicate th
state density in states/eV.
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shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Although most features appear to
similar, there are some important differences. The valen
band maximum is in the center of the Brillouin zone. T
twofold-degenerate Sb 5p band at the valence-band max
mum along theGX line does not disperse upward as
Cs3Sb or downward as in K3Sb. The conduction-band mini
mum is determined by a band of K 4s states inG. There is a
second conduction-band minimum of a band composed o
5d states witht2g symmetry at the edge of the BZ inX;
however this minimum is slightly higher in energy. Lik
many other binary alkali antimonide compounds, K2CsSb
has a very low density of states in the lower region of
conduction band, but the state density becomes apprec
at higher energies where thed bands contribute to the stat
density.

V. DISCUSSION

Band-gap values obtained from local-densi
approximation band-structure calculation generally unde
timate the experimentally observed band-gap values;21,22

therefore, the band-gap values presented here have a re
meaning. In the case of alkali antimonides it should furth
be considered that in some cases the state density a
bottom of the conduction band is very small and that opti
methods generally overestimate the band gap. Unfortuna
not much temperature-dependent resistivity data are a
able for these compounds, which would give more appro
ate band-gap values to compare with those values obta
from the calculations. Especially in the context of the ele
tron affinity, values determined for the band gap and
work function need to be treated with great care.

The crystal field of the antimonide atoms in these oc
compounds is mainly determined by the nearest neighb
M (II). The alkali metalM (I) is filling the spatial holes in the
framework of chemical bonds between the Sb andM (II)
atoms. Besides the spatial filling of the unit cell, the alk
metal M (I) also donates its valence electron to the valen
band in order to fulfill the octet rule for theM (I) and Sb
atoms. The alkali metalM (I) seems to be interchangeab
with other alkali metal atoms or metals that appear with
valence of 11 without having much effect on the electron

FIG. 3. The dispersion of the energy bands in K2CsSb~left-hand
side! and the corresponding state density~right-hand side!.
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structure; however, this is not the case.
It has been shown that the relativistic effects of Cs mo

the Cs 6s band to a higher energy, causing a relatively lar
band gap.12 The less relativistic K atoms have their 4s states
at a much lower energy. It becomes apparent from the ca
lations on Cs2KSb that the band gap is determined by t
energy separation of the K 4s band and the Sb 5p band.
Although this compound has an indirect band gap~the
valence-band maximum is atX and the conduction-band
minimum is atG) the density of states does not have a sl
increase at the low-energy side of the conduction band b
steep edge with a moderate density. This is a feature fo
steep absorption edge as well. The band-gap values obta
from optical data and temperature-dependent measurem
should give the same value in the case of Cs2KSb.

The results for K2CsSb do show a small state density
the bottom of the conduction band, increasing to a subs
tial density at energies of 3 eV above the valence-band m
mum. This is in agreement with the yellow-transparent co
of the K2CsSb photocathode in UV photodetectors. Also
this case the band-gap value from optical data can be o
estimated. This should be borne in mind when the band
and the work function are measured in order to determine
electron affinity of this material.

Although the compound Cs2KSb is currently not used in
any photodetector, it has promising optical properties for

FIG. 4. Element and orbital constituents to the density of sta
in K2CsSb. The numbers along they axes of the frames indicate th
state density in states/eV.
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visible light region. The steep edge of the state density at
conduction band and the band-gap value around 1 eV
beneficial features for light detection in the visible and U
regions.

In conclusion, we mention that the electronic band str
tures of Cs2KSb and K2CsSb are presented. The results e
plain the observed properties of the bialkali photocatho
based on K2CsSb, and show that Cs2KSb has promising
properties for use as a cathode in visible light detectors.
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